Origami Glider
Supplies:
- Paper
- Scissors
- Ruler
- Markers
Measure 2 1/2 inches from bottom
Fold in half

Cut on the line. You won't need this piece.

#2
a. **Fold in half again**

b. **You should have a square. Now unfold it.**

c. **Fold down to meet center line**

d. **Fold top edges to meet vertical line**

#3
Fold point to meet horizontal edge

Fold point back up about half way

Fold glider back on itself along vertical fold

Fold angled edge to meet bottom edge
This will form one wing

Repeat to make the other wing

Side view

Top view

#5
Decorate it with markers, colored pencils, or crayons and watch it glide!
#1 Measure 2 1/2 inch from bottom of paper & connect two points with your ruler from either side.

#2 Cut along the line. This will create the square you need to make your glider. Now fold that square in half. Recycle that small piece of paper or use it to make something else!

#3 Fold your paper in half again, joining bottom edge to top edge, to make a small square. Unfold that square and now fold the top edge to meet the middle, horizontal fold. Then fold each top half edge to meet the middle, vertical fold.
#5 Fold the point down to meet the middle, horizontal fold then fold it half way, back up. Fold the whole glider back on itself using the middle, vertical fold. Fold angled edge to meet the bottom edge of glider.

#6 Keep folding until both wings are made.

#7 You're done! Leave as is or create a cool design for your wings using markers, crayons, or colored pencils. Make as many as you want and with your family, see whose glider goes the farthest!